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Fall 2019 Courses
Our Cyber World
Mondays
Facilitator: Paula Crowley, M.Sc.

10:00am

Oak Room

$10.00

Our Cyber World will take you on a journey through the digital world we now live in. We have come to rely on sophisticated computers to help us with everything from engineering and medicine to communications and finance. Imagine your daily life without
Facebook, your smart phones and other wireless devices. With our reliance on all things cyber we also need better protections
from the cyber crooks who steal from us, invade our privacy and influence our elections. This course will focus on what our current digital world offers us and how to stay safe in it.

September 30 Social Media and Public Opinion: Alternative Facts in the Post-Truth Era
Presenter:
Wayne Wanta, Ph.D., Professor and Chair of the Department of Journalism, UF
The mass media play an increasingly important role in today’s society. This lecture will highlight current political trends as they
are reported, analyzed and deliberated throughout our 24-7 news cycle and emphasize the ways in which politics are shaped by
the news media, especially as it pertains to social media – perhaps the strongest factor influencing society today.
October 7
From Wireless Telegraph to Smart Phone - A Brief History of Wireless Communication
Presenter:
John Shea, Ph.D., Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, UF
From the birth of telecommunications to the modern era of cellular communications and wireless local area networks, this lecture
will take us on a journey through our communications history from the advent of Marconi's wireless telegraph to modern-day cell
phones and Wi-Fi. Dr. Shea will highlight the “big ideas” that enabled each new generation to significantly outperform previous
generations.
October 14

Cybersecurity: Safeguarding yourself in the new battlespace and thwarting the trolls, vandals, bandits and spies
who want something you have!
Presenter:
Peter Bloom, B.A., former managing director of Salomon Brothers US Tech Division, member of the NY
Electronic Crimes Task Force, and FCC Technical Advisory Council member
Is anything safe in our digital world anymore? This talk will cover who is attacking and why they are succeeding, why defense is
so hard and what is working, and some actionable steps that you can take to increase your level of protection.
October 21

Artificial Intelligence in Medicine-Augmented Decision Making Using Pervasive and Intelligent Monitoring of
Patients
Presenter:
Parisa Rashidi, Ph.D., Assistant Professor at the J. Crayton Pruitt Family Department of Biomedical Engineering,
UF
Recently we have witnessed a rapid surge in intelligent health systems. Machine learning techniques make it possible to process
and transform data into actionable knowledge, and facilitate decision making. This talk will discuss the rise of intelligent health
systems in patient monitoring and will explore the challenges and opportunities in this area.
October 28
Presenter:

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles a.k.a. Drones: Where are they taking us?
John Rouse, B.A., Drone Coordinator for UF assigned to Environmental Health and Safety/Risk Management,
UF
This talk will introduce us to UAV’s/Drones and their current and future capabilities. From recreation to industry, we will look at
the next revolution in aviation.
November 4
Presenter:

Cryptocurrency: Just as good as money?
Mark Jamison, Ph.D., Director and Gunter Professor of Public Utility Research Center (PURC) and director of
Telecommunications Studies, UF
Cryptocurrency grabbed the public’s imagination when bitcoin’s price made a meteoric rise. But then its value plummeted! What
are cryptocurrencies, like Bitcoin? Why do they exist and are they a good investment? What do they tell us about the future of
money as we have known it?
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Special Feature
Presentations
and Events
HUMANIIZING THE LAW (a/k/a “Hemingway and the Law”)

Friday, October 4
10:00 am
Oak Room
Presenters:
Melissa Flanagan, Ph.D. and Patrice Boyd, Esq.
Facilitator:
Ellen Efros
This class will focus on the connection between law and literature, especially the use of Hemingway’s fiction in judicial
opinions to support their narratives and judgments. While Hemingway’s influence on American fiction, character, and
journalism is well documented, his influence on legal writing, and presentations and use in judicial opinions is less well
known. The presenters reviewed 100+ judicial opinions that have invoked Hemingway’s fiction, characters, and cultural authority and co-presented this multi-media course in Cuba in June 2019.

A Most Bizarre Disaster: The Great Boston Molasses Flood of 1919

Friday, October 4
1:30pm
Oak Room
Presenter:
Barbara Oberlander
Facilitator:
Trudi Di Trolio
On January 15, 1919, a large tank of molasses belonging to the Purity Distillery Company burst, sending over 2 million gallons of molasses into the streets of downtown Boston. The 25 foot high wave, moving at 35 miles an hour,
destroyed people, animals, buildings , autos, wagons and anything else in its path. This totally preventable--but little
known-- tragedy reflected many of the issues facing the country at the time: immigration, anarchism, World War I, but
its aftermath altered the relationship between business and government, permanently affected building codes, and
set precedents for civil lawsuits.

WHAT MEANS TO WHAT END? Immigrant Lives in Detention

Tuesday, October 29
1:30pm
Oak Room.
Presenters:
Joan Anderson and Alice Gridley
Facilitator:
Margaret Boonstra
Baker County Detention Center in Macclenny, a rural community 55 miles north of Gainesville, houses more than
200 men and women picked up by U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) to await deportation hearings. A volunteer visitation group, Baker Interfaith Friends, provides a compassionate presence during twice monthly
visits. A five-year volunteer visitor will cover background, costs, conditions, and alternatives to detention. A new
volunteer will offer perspectives and stories on recent experiences visiting immigrants from around the world.

Loving the Prairie, Dreaming the Marsh

Thursday, November 14
1:30pm
Oak Room
Presenter:
Elizabeth McCulloch
Facilitator:
Catherine Morsink
The novel, Dreaming the Marsh, is ecofiction infused with magic realism, inspired by Payne’s Prairie. A sinkhole
grows and grows in the marsh, swallowing the site of a planned development, a large lake, and part of the
interstate. The author tells the history of the Prairie and how it inspired the novel, with breathtaking photographs of the Prairie and its wildlife. For more about the book and the author
visit—www.elizabethmccullochauthor.com
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Fall 2019 Courses
Center for European Studies
Europe Today: Social and Political Perspectives of a Changing Europe
Mondays
1:30pm
Oak Room
$10.00
Facilitator:
Trudi Di Trolio
Europe is often thought of as historical, fixed, and established. However, Europe is facing cultural, social, and political
shifts that challenge those assumptions. This series will examine some of those changes for discussions of Europe
today.
September 30 The Migrant Crisis and the Far-Right in Germany: Causes and Consequences
Presenter:
Hannah Alarian
What did the migrant crisis mean for Germany? This lecture explores this question from the perspective of migrants,
refugees, and German citizens. In doing so, we consider the lasting consequences of the crisis on the future of German
politics and policy.
October 7
Coming Out of Communism: The Emergency of LGBT Activism in Eastern Europe
Presenter:
Conor O’Dwyer
O’Dwyer analyzes the development and impact of LGBT movements in post-communist Eastern and Central Europe.
He argues that backlash against LGBT individuals has had the paradoxical effect of encouraging stronger and more
organized activism, significantly impacting the social movement landscape of the region.

October 14
Populism on the Rise in Contemporary Germany
Presenter:
Marcel Lewandowsky
Lewandowsky examines how populist movements are dominating political discussions in Germany. How has their rise
impacted German politics and the greater European political landscape?
October 21
Russia Today: Human Rights, Democracy, and the Sakharov Center
Presenter:
Lisa Booth
The Sakharov Center was founded in 2017 to promote democracy and pluralism in Russia and Eastern Europe. With
the challenges to human rights and democracy in today’s Russia, what role does the center play?
October 28
The Impact of the 2019 European Parliament Elections
Presenter:
Asli Baysal
The European Union (EU) held elections in May 2019 for the European Parliament, which is the legislative branch of the
EU. This presentation will discuss how the elections impact Europe with the rise of far right parties and the challenges
facing the EU today.
November 4 Debating European Identity: Turkish-German Athletes in Focus
Presenter:
Emrah Sahin
This presentation is about how Turkish-German soccer players experience and attribute significance to playing for
national teams. By focusing on second-generation players such as Mesut Ozil and Nuri Sahin, it offers a prism through
which to reconsider important aspects of modern Europe, including ethnicity, identity, and minority.

Welcome Back to ILR!
When visiting and attending our fall programs, please
remember to bring your mug or cup to enjoy some coffee,
tea or water. Oak Hammock ILR is doing its part to promote
the “Greening of Oak Hammock” initiative.
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Spanish Conversation and Culture
Mondays, Sept. 9-Oct. 28
1:30pm
Multipurpose Room
Instructor: Cathryn Gregory
Facilitator: Roanne Coplin

$10.00

This course is a continuing course in Spanish. It is targeted
toward those who have a basic knowledge of the Spanish
language. Conversation; culture; current events; the final
chapters of Crónica de una muerte anuncuada by Gabriel
García Márquez; poetry of Antonio Machado, Sor Juana
de la Cruz, and Pablo Neruda; literary analysis, advanced
grammar, and vocabulary expansion will be included.
Cathryn Gregory has over 40 years of experience in teaching
high school Spanish. She has a master’s degree in Foreign
Language Education from The Ohio State University.

Beginning German
Tuesdays
11:00am $10.00
CR-A
Instructor: Barbara Johnston
This is a beginning course in German using the Total
Physical Storytelling (TPRS) methodology. Hand
gestures are implemented as an aide in learning new
vocabulary, and stories created by the instructor, the
students, or both together, are used to quickly start
using the language. All students interested in learning
German are invited to attend.
Intermediate German
Tuesdays
1:30pm $10.00
CR-A
Students should already have a basic knowledge of
German. The emphasis is on reading. Novellas, basic
cultural German readers (biographies,) and short
stories are used as a springboard for improving vocabulary.

The Making of the Modern Middle East 1910-1935
Tuesdays
10:00am
Oak Room
$10.00
Facilitators: Richard MacMaster and Rick Gold
The Treaty of Sevres in 1920 completed the dismemberment of the Ottoman Empire. Conflicting promises made by
victorious Allies and rising nationalisms complicated redrawing the map.

Fall Program 2019 Oak Hammock Resident Registration
Institute for Learning in Retirement



Fall 2019 Courses

_________________________________________________________________________
Name:

(last)

(first)

(middle initial)

(Area Code) Phone

_________________________________________________________________________
Name:

(last)

(first)

(middle initial)

(Area Code) Phone

________________________________________________________________________
Home Address (Only if new) (Street or P.O.) (Apt)

(City)

(State)

(Zip code)

_________________________________________________________________________
E-mail Address: (Only if new)

□

2019 Annual Membership Dues Now Due
(if not paid in January)
$20.00 for Individual Membership □ New to ILR
All OH residents are ILR members!

Course Fees Structure

One class per term per person
Two classes per term per person
Three or more classes per term per person

Please place initials of the person(s) attending on line:
_____ Our Cyber World ($10.00)

_____ Chamber Players ($10.00)

_____ Center for European Studies ($10.00)

_____ Walter Kalaf Jazz Series ($10.00)

_____ Spanish ($10.00)

_____ Middle East—Film Series ($10.00)

_____ Beginning German ($10.00)

Special Feature Presentations: FREE

_____ Intermediate German ($10.00)

_____ Florida’s Beautiful Natural Environment

_____ Making of Modern Middle East ($10.00)

_____ Dance Alive

_____ Opera ($10.00)

_____ Humanizing the Law

October 15
Wahhabism and the Rise of the Saudis
Presenter:
Ali Altai Mian—UF Izzat Hassan Sheikh Fellow in Islamic Studies and Assistant Professor of Religion
Wahhabi Islam propelled ibn Saud’s conquest of much of the Arabian peninsula.

_____ The Media Today ($10.00)

_____ Great Molasses Flood

_____ What’s on Our Nature Coast ($10.00)

_____ What Means to What End

October 22
Heads Will Roll: Anti-Colonial Struggle, Enemies Within, and Ataturk’s Vision in Turkey Reconfigured
Presenter:
Emrah Sahin—Director, UF Turkish Studies Program
The little-known story of how and why the triumphant vision of Ataturk set modern Turkey on a discourse by radicalizing
alternative visions of his companions who had selflessly fought next to him in the country’s post-Sevres War of
Independence.

_____ Roundtable ($10.00)

_____ Loving the Prairie, Dreaming the Marsh

October 1
Gertrude Bell: Letters from Baghdad (film)
Presenters:
Richard MacMaster and Rick Gold
A strong-willed Englishwoman played a major role in making kings and shaping new nations.
October 8
From Sideshow to Center Stage: The United States and the Middle East from World War I to World War II
Presenter:
Matthew F. Jacobs-UF Professor of History and Director of the Graham Center
We will begin by exploring the impact of World War I on the Middle East and the United States role in the region. From there,
we will turn to the growing U.S. presence, especially through the rise of the international oil industry, during the interwar
years. We will conclude with a discussion of how the Middle East came to be defined as a vital U.S. national security interest
during and immediately after World War II.

TOTAL ENCLOSED: $___________ PAYMENT INFORMATION: □ Check □ Cash
NOTE: Checks (U.S. dollars drawn on U.S. banks) payable to: ILR at Oak Hammock

October 29
Palestine Under British Mandate
Presenters:
Richard MacMaster and Rick Gold
In November 1917, General Allenby entered Jerusalem as Ottoman soldiers withdrew from Palestine. The future of the
region hung in the balance as British politicians promised a Jewish homeland without limiting Arab rights.

Please return form and payment to: Julie Ann at the Concierge desk
Institute for Learning in Retirement
5100 SW 25 Blvd.
Gainesville, FL 32608
Attention: Julie Ann Ariet

November 5 Blood and Oil
Richard MacMaster and Rick Gold
How conflicting Allied interests during and after the First World War have affected the entire region to the present day.

Assume you are in the class, unless you are notified by us that the course is filled.
•
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•

Call Julie Ann at 352-548-1009 if you have any questions.

$10
$20
$30

Fall 2019 Courses
Walter N. Kalaf History of Jazz Series
Thursdays
Facilitator:

10:00am
Trudi DiTrolio

Oak Room

$10.00

The Middle East in the Great War- Film Series

Dr. Gary Langford returns to ILR with the "Walter N. Kalaf
History of Jazz" series. This series is dedicated to the
memory of Reverend Walter Kalaf who loved music of all
types and who helped to ensure the history of jazz as part of
the regular curriculum.
Dr. Langford has presented a number of presentations on
jazz for ILR.

Thursdays
Facilitators:

October 3
October 10
October 17
October 24
October 31
November 7

October 17 and October 24
Lawrence of Arabia: The Battle for the Arab World
Lawrence felt Britain betrayed the Arabs who risked their
lives in the belief it would lead to an independent Arab
state. This documentary looks at the man and his
struggle.

Listening to Jazz: A Primer
The Girl Singers
West Side Story
The Boy Singers
Jazz Potpourri #1
Jazz Potpourri #2

1:30pm
Oak Room
$10.00
Richard MacMaster and Rick Gold

October 3 and October 10
Blood and Oil:The Middle East in World War 1.
The military campaigns that changed the face of the
region and whose effects are felt today.

Dance Alive National Ballet
Tuesday, September 17
1:30-3:00 pm
Oak Room
Free Admission
Facilitator: Don McGlothlin
By popular request, we are thrilled to bring back this exciting company, based in our own Gainesville,
Florida. Directors Kim Tuttle, Judy Skinner and resident choreographer Brian Carey Chung will
present an overview of DANB's upcoming season which will include:
• The world premiere of ANNA KARENINA, Thursday & Friday, Oct 24 & 25: This ballet, filled with
drama, intrigue, love and infidelity is based on Tolstoy’s magnificent novel; Kim Tuttle’s Anna
Karenina is not to be missed.
• THE NUTCRACKER, Friday, Dec 20 & Sunday, Dec 22: Celebrate the Holiday Season with
The Nutcracker: the all-time family favorite with beautiful dancing, sets and costumes. Sheer magic!
• LOVELAND, Friday, Feb 14 Happy Valentine’s Day!: Celebrate Valentine’s day and take a trip to
Loveland! How do I love Thee; Moonlight Sway; and Someone to Love, a new ballet by Kim
Tuttle, says it all.
• The grand finale of the season is ATHLETES OF GOD – Thursday & Friday, April 2 & 3. This is a
dance celebration to music by Johann Sebastian Bach choreographed by Brian Carey Chung.
Get ready for an Olympian effort by the dancers in this performance as they render themselves
athletes of the divine.
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Fall 2019 Courses
Sidney Ives Class in Understanding and Enjoying Opera
Tuesdays
1:00pm
Acorn Room
$10.00
A season of short operas, some that you know well and love,
some that you might never see otherwise!
October 1- Cavalleria Rusticana
October 8 – Pagliacci
Facilitated by Forrest Crawford
We begin with the one act opera, Cavalleria Rusticana by
Pietro Mascagni, considered one of the classic verismo
(depicting real life) operas. It is often presented in a double bill
with another famous short verismo opera, Pagliacci, by
Ruggero Leoncavallo. We will be viewing each of these operas on successive weeks. They are both tragic love stories, so
bring your tissues!
October 15– La Rondine
October 22– The Umbrellas of Cherbourg
Facilitated by Coni Gesualdi
The next two offerings are very different from each other.
First, a riveting and beautifully portrayed production of a rarely
offered Puccini opera, La Rondine (The Swallow) , and then a
reactivated version of the 1964 film of The Umbrellas of Cherbourg in a semi-staged production on the occasion of the 80th
birthday of the composer Michele Legrand.
October 29 – Salome
November 5– Gianni Schicchi
Facilitated by David Hickey
Herod’s step-daughter Salome demands and gets the head of
John the Baptist. This 1905 “shock opera” by Richard Strauss
is considered a major turning point in operatic history, marking
the end of the romantic post-Wagnerian epoch. Puccini’s hilarious Gianni Schicchi wherein venal mourning relatives are
cunningly betrayed is well presented in this Glyndebourne
production.
November 12- Bastien und Bastienne, and Der Schauspieldirektor.
November 19- L’Heure espagnole
Facilitated by Ray Jones
At the tender age of 12, Mozart wrote the short opera Bastien
und Bastienne, which will be performed in a delightful marionette production in a double bill with Mozart’s Der Schauspiel
director (The Theatre Director), a parody on opera singers
vying for the same role. L’Heure espagnole by Ravel tells of
an unfaithful wife who hides her lovers in a clock! Check it
out!!
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“Meet the Senior Leadership
at UF” series
Facilitators:
Henrietta Logan and Judy Russell
Tuesday, September 17
3:30pm Oak Room
Laura Rosenbury
Dean and Mabie & Levin Professor of Law
Tuesday, November 5
3:30pm Oak Room
Jack Payne
Senior Vice President for Agriculture and Natural
Resources
Tuesday, November 19
3:30pm Oak Room
Lee Anne Chesterfield
Director-Harn Museum of Art

Understanding Florida’s Beautiful Natural
Environment and Our Future

Wednesday, Nov. 13
10:00am
Oak Room
Presenter:
Bruce J. MacFadden, Distinguished
Professor and Director, UF Thompson Earth Systems
Institute
Facilitator:
Judy Gire
Florida is blessed with beautiful “earth systems” (air,
water, land and life) that makes it a desirable place to
visit and to live. But, many stressors stemming from
increased human impacts affect the beauty of Florida’s
natural systems.
After an introduction to the concept of “earth systems,”
Dr. MacFadden will introduce the new UF Thompson
Earth Systems Institute (TESI) whose mission is to communicate the research being done at UF and elsewhere
that relates to Florida, its natural earth systems and the
future. As part of TESI, he will also discuss the recently
funded Moonshot project that seeks to put an earth
systems Scientist in Every Florida School, and thus
positively impact the next generation
of Floridians.

Fall 2019 Courses

Fall 2019 Courses
What’s on Our Nature Coast?
The Media Today
Wednesdays
10 :00am
Oak Room
$10.00
Presenters: UF College of Journalism and Communications Faculty and Staff
Facilitator: Ellen Efros
This course will focus on the state of the media today, including a focus on the changes that have occurred since the
2018 election, and ongoing challenges for those who report the “news.”
October 2
Panel discussion of the state of the industries and education in four department areas: Advertising,
Journalism, Public Relations, and Telecommunications. Faculty chairs Robyn Goodman, Ted Spiker, Marcia DiStaso,
and David Ostroff will provide information about the curriculum of each department, how it has adapted to industry
change, perspectives about the challenges and opportunities in each discipline, and themes that emerge across disciplines. This panel discussion will provide the framework for the remaining sessions, all of which will feature faculty or
staff from the College of Journalism and Communications
October 9
Freedom of Information
Presenter:
Frank LoMonte, an attorney and Director of The Brechner Center for Freedom of Information, will
discuss obstacles currently facing news organizations in informing the public, including the increase in government
secrecy.

October 16
Fake News
Presenter:
Kim Walsh-Childers, a Professor in the Department of Journalism, will focus on what “fake news”
means and why we should avoid using that catch-phrase. She will discuss how citizens can learn to distinguish
between verifiable information and content that may be described as news, but really is intended to provoke anger and
spread misinformation. She will discuss media bias and why it is more difficult to pinpoint than is realized.
October 23
Press Freedom Issues
Presenter:
Attorney Frank LoMonte will focus on press freedom issues, starting with The New York Times v.
Sullivan case and the continued viability of that decision in today’s environment. He will also discuss attacks such as
libel and defamation as well as other threats to a free press.
October 30
Religion’s Historical Influence on the Mission and Ethics of Journalism
Presenter:
Ron Rodgers is a journalism historian and his research focuses on the historical and contemporary
agents of influence on media content and conduct. He will discuss religion’s powerful criticism of newspapers at the
turn of the last century and how that critique influenced the ethics of journalism and helped shape the concept of social
responsibility of the press that still thrives today.
November 6
New Power
Presenter:
Ann Christiano is the Director of the newly established Center for Public Interest Communications and
developed the first-ever curriculum in public interest communications. She will discuss how social media platforms
such as Facebook and Twitter have revolutionized power dynamics and how these mobilize events such as elections
and extremism.
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Wednesdays 1:30pm
Oak Room $10.00
Facilitator:
Walter Wynn
October 2
Duke Energy Mariculture Center
Presenter:
Eric Latimer, Duke Energy Complex Mgr.
This was a required mitigation for Duke Energy’s use of
Gulf of Mexico water for cooling the power plants at the
Crystal River Energy Complex.

October 9
Clam and Oyster Farming at Cedar Key
Presenter:
Leslie Sturmer, IFAS Cedar Key
Fishermen have plots of coastal and estuary waters
assigned exclusively to them for growing and harvesting
clams and oysters.
October 16
Academy of Environmental Sciences
Presenter:
Barry Widman, member of the Board of
Directors of the Academy of Environmental Sciences
The Academy of Environmental Sciences, Crystal River,
is a charter high school in the Citrus County School District.
The AES is located on the Salt River across from the
Marine Science Station.
October 23
Manatees of the Nature Coast
Presenter:
Patrick Rose, Executive Director, Save the
Manatee Club
Large populations of manatees winter in the coastal waters
of the Nature Coast including the cross Florida barge canal,
Crystal River, Chassahowitzka River, Homosassa River
and the Weeki Wachee River and related estuaries.
October 30
Blue crabs harvesting and horseshoe crab
research
Presenter:
Savanna Barry, Ph.D., Regional Specialized Agent-Coastal Ecosystems UF/IFAS Extension-Florida
Sea Grant, UF/IFAS Nature Coast Biological Station
Blue crabs were once an important source of income for
fishermen on the Nature Coast. Horseshoe crabs are
important for medical and biological research.
November 6
Seagrass Restoration in the Crystal River
Presenter:
Michelle Silivich, Ph.D., Executive Director,
Save Crystal River
For several years a public/private partnership has been
involved in removing algae and other invasive organisms
by “vacuuming” the river and canal bottoms to get down to
the sand bottom. Once cleared, seagrass is planted and a
protective cage installed to prevent manatee grazing until
the plants are established. As a result, a number of small
spring vents have reopened in these treated areas.
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Roundtable Discussion in the Algonquin
Genre

Thursdays
10:00am
MPR
$10.00
Moderators:
Jim Sullivan, Dick Suttor
This is a forum for discussion of topics of mutual
interest. Participants are encouraged to bring their
interests, opinions, and expertise to the table and
engage in spirited, though respectful, debate.
Topics will be determined jointly by participants.
Class Limit: 25

Oak Hammock Chamber Players
Thursdays, Sept. 5-Dec. 20
1:00pm
Acorn Room Cost: $10.00
Facilitator:
Michael Plaut
Director:
Gary Langford
The Oak Hammock Chamber Players are a group of
instrumental musicians who enjoy playing music with
others. We welcome people who play or who have
once played orchestral instruments. There are no auditions, and some of our members had not played in over
50 years before joining the group. If you do not have
an instrument, we can recommend local places where
you might rent an instrument. You will also need to
have your own music stand.
Most of our selections are from the classical repertoire
but we also play traditional pieces, show tunes and
seasonal music. Not only do we learn about our music,
but also about musical technique and both the discipline and fun of making music as a group.
We are very fortunate in having retired UF music
professor, band director and jazz music expert Gary
Langford as our music director. The Oak Hammock
Chamber Players are members of the New Horizons
International Music Association, which is a support
network for adult musicians.
For more information, go to:
www.newhorizonsmusic.org.
If you register for this course, please contact Mike
Plaut at 352-371-1301 or smplaut@gmail.com to
discuss your musical experience.

